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Viñales is one of the most emblematic of Cuba, where the incredible
nature,
tradition
and
customs
make
it's
a
must.
We offer the possibility to enjoy two days Viñales stay where you will visit
the most important in the region through several different activities.
Now we incorporated in our packages the option to see the Valley as
the crow flies, with our sensational CANOPY !!! Do not miss it.

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW
VIÑALES TOUR + CRIOLE TRADITIONAL FOOD + CANOPY + HORSE RIDE TO
PARQUE NACIONAL
DAY 1
Departure: From La Habana
Hour: 8 h

Description: Start your tour at the Los Jazmines lookout, where you can
enjoy a panoramic view of Valle de Viñales. An official guide will
accompany
National
Park
all
the
way.
It will continue to visit the main attractions in the region Mural of
Prehistory, Hotel La Ermita, Palenque of the Maroons, Cueva del Indio,
Rancho San Vicente, a small venue tour of the village of Viñales.

A break will take place in La Paladar El Paraiso, where the owner and
chef Marlene will presented with a delicious Creole food, in a natural
environment
surrounded
by
nature.

After lunch they will jasmine from where the Canopy of Viñales, distributed in 8
platforms and whose range of more than 1 km runs through the distinctive
landscape of Viñales. A unique experience for the more daring.

After the activity transportation to accommodation chosen by the
customer. Breakfast included.
DAY: 2
Hour: 9 h

Description: An official guide will pick you up at the house to take you to
the path where your horses are waiting ready to start the walk through
the
National
Park.
During the routes between plantations snuff and hummocks will make a
visit to a farmhouse and a dryer where they show the process of drying
leaf snuff and its preparation presenting him with a craftsman pure fresh
hand of the farmer. Then visit La Cueva del Silencio located between
hillocks and natural lake suitable for swimming, where you can take a
refreshing
dip.
It will route to a Agroecológica Finca Admire a different perspective
Viñales valley, called Valle del Silencio, have the option to taste the
delicious
cocktails
prepared
on
the
farm.
After
the
activity,
return
to
Havana.
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Prices
2 Personas: 175 cuc/pax
3 Personas: 145 cuc/pax
4 Personas: 140 cuc/pax
5 Personas: 135 cuc/pax
6 Personas: 130 cuc/pax

From 7 people the excursion is done by more than one vehicle.
Check budget.
Lunch includes: Traditional Creole meal of a varied buffet food typical of
the region. It includes a nonalcoholic liquid.
The price includes: Accommodation in double / triple room with
breakfast, lunch on the palate, transportation, specialized guide, a trip
on the canopy, horses and entrances to the facility.

